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ABSTRACT

Software for transferring and storing SMA visibility data has been developed using C.

This code consists of two parts: 1) remote procedure calling (or RPC) to collect data from

several SMA computers, and 2) output of the data in FITS binary table format. Using this

code, we have simulated the entire process of transferring and storing the visibility data

and other ancillary data in a disk �le with the VLBA FITS binary format. Test runs were

performed in the unix environment through the local network at CfA. Spectral line data

sets simulated in the test runs have been �lled into AIPS (Astronomical Imaging Process

System) with FITLD, an AIPS task directly loading FITS format data. Spectral line image

cubes can be made out of simulated SMA visibility data using AIPS tasks. AIPS can serve

as a major tool for calibration and analysis of the SMA interferometry data in the next

few years.

1. Introduction

Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of the SMA on-line interferometry data ow and o�-line

analysis. Visibility data produced from correlator (Crates) along with other related data

provided by on-line computers (HAL and SMA1) will be transferred via the local network

using RPC to SMADATA, a Sun Sparc/Solaris. The visibility data will be stored on disk

with the VLBA FITS binary table format. Standard tape/CD will be used to archive

the interferometry data of individual observing projects. The SMA interferometry data

(with the VLBA FITS binary format) can be directly loaded to AIPS. Further calibrations

and analysis can be carried out within AIPS. The VLBA FITS binary format is also

compatible with the table data system of AIPS++, a major data reduction software package

for radio astronomy which is undergoing development by an international consortium of
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observatories. We will also provide an interface software converting VLBA FITS binary

format to MIRIAD (Multichannel Image Reconstruction, Image Analysis and Display)

format.

In this memo, we will outline the RPC process of the data transferring and discuss the

VLBA FITS binary format.

2. SMA Data Transfer

The SMA data transfer layout is shown in Fig 2. The data transfer utilizes RPC, a

facility which manages the exchange of data between computers. Nine computers, SMA1

(Sunsparc / Solaris), SMADATA (Sunsparc / Solaris), HAL (PowerPC/VME, LynxOS)

and six Crate Controllers or CCs (PowerPC/VME, LynxOS) of the SMA correlator, are

involved in the process. SMA1, HAL and CCs are clients; SMADATA is a server providing

remote procedure services.

Currently, nine services are considered. SMA1 (JOBSUBMIT) initiates the process

and passes the basic setup parameters for an observing run to SMADATA. The initial

packet data contains start time, stop time, observing project code, and observer's name.

Then SMADATA (GET INVTB) makes an application call to HAL requesting the further

setup parameters for correlator, frequency, source and array geometry. Note that in this

procedure call, SMADATA is treated as a client while HAL is a server. After retrieving

these data, SMADATA writes out disk �les to make the time-invariant extension tables of

the VLBA FITS binary format. Additional disk �les with the header information of the

time variant tables such as the uv table are also created at this time. Meanwhile, a wake-

up signal has been passed to the correlator. Then, the CCs start massive data production;

after each integration, each CC sends a packet of visibility data to SMADATA where they

are appended to the disk �le of the uv table. The loop goes on until the observing time

runs out.

Similar procedures are undergoing between HAL and SMADATA collecting data for

the time variant tables. These data involve the antenna polarization characteristics table,

interferometer model table, agging table, and weather table. The variation time scale of

variables in di�erent tables may be di�erent. The client application will make procedure

calls based on the criterion that changes in the variables are signi�cant. The frequency of

the procedure calls may di�er from one table to another. This is one of the reasons why

we have made di�erent services for those time variant data tables.
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3. VLBA FITS Binary Table Format

The VLBA FITS Binary Table Format (Diamond etal 1997) is an FITS binary table

format (Cotton, Tody, Pence, 1995) with speci�c restrictions (such as the number of

spectral channels in each BAND must be the same) required by the AIPS data structure.

A FITS binary table is a collection of rows of data �elds, organized into columns. This

structure is familiar to spread-sheet and relational database users. The data �elds under

the same column all have similar attributes. A descriptive header is associated with the

table. This header applies to the table as whole.

We adopt the VLBA FITS Binary Table Format as a storage format for the SMA

interferometry data for the following reasons:

1. Can be directly loaded into AIPS with no further coding e�orts.

2. Compatible with the AIPS++ data system (table model; van Diepen & Farris 1997).

AIPS++ will be the major analysis software Package for radio astronomers in the near

future.

3. Can be operated in real-time while the random group FITS format or uvFITS format

(Greisen and Harten 1981) is not convenient to be used in a real-time system. This

is because in the uvFITS format the system has to know the exact size of the �le

before writing the data to the distribution medium. In the case that the observation is

terminated early, the �le must be padded with zeros in order not to violate the FITS

standards and therefore causes confusion.

4. Can be broken up into a few smaller, manageable chunks of data to avoid loss of entire

data set due to missing header information often caused by medium failure. The VLBA

people have chosen a size of �300 Mbye as their quantum.

Finally the de�nition of FITS binary tables is a part of the IAU FITS standards.

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of SMA FITS binary tables which follow exactly the

de�nition of VLBA FITS binary table format. The detailed descriptions of this format have

been given by Diamond etal (1997). A C library (libsma�ts.a) has been made including

most of the subroutines to create SMA FITS binary tables. Fig. 4 shows a coding ow

chart of smaUVTask.c, a subroutine of making a FITS binary table for SMA visibility

data.
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4. Simulation and Test

Simulations of the SMA interferometer data transfer and format utilizing the RPC

and FITS binary table codes were performed in the unix system. Setup parameters for

the simulation runs are given in Appendix. The spectral line visibility model is simple:

constant amplitude and zero phase corresponding to a point source at phase center. In

addition, spectral line features at channels 10, 11, 21, 22 are added in the 1st LSB. A

simulated SMA data set (00010001.FIT) is produced in a test run. This visibility data �le

is directly loaded into AIPS with FITLD. The header information of the AIPS multisource

�le is given in Appendix. Using the imaging facility in AIPS, a dirty image cube of spectral

line is created for the 1st LSB. Fig. 5 shows the spectral line image of the simulated data,

which is consistent with the input model of the visibility data.

We have checked the visibility data and those variables in the extension tables. No

modi�cation by utilizing AIPS task FITLD has been found.

We also note that some of the AIPS tasks do not recognize the linear polarization feed

speci�cation while FITLD fully understands all polarization de�nitions (I, Q, U, V, RR,

LL, RL, LR, XX, YY, XY, YX).

A program converting the VLBA FITS binary format to MIRIAD format may be

needed in order to calibrate polarization spectral line data. The ATNF's version of

MIRIAD currently supported by Australia Telescope National Facility provides calibration

tasks for determining gains and polarimetric properties. The AT compact array is mounted

with linear polarization feeds. With the same linear polarization feeds on the SMA

antennas, it is convenient to borrow their polarization calibration procedure.

In addition, the AIPS cannot handle modern correlator data with di�erent numbers of

channel per band. The SMA correlator design is closer to that of BIMA. In the BIMA's

version of MIRIAD, there are sereval tasks which are useful to calibration of multiband

spectral line data. Users are certainly encouraged to calibrate and analyze SMA data using

BIMA's MIRIAD.

Presumably, the calibration and analysis facility provided in AIPS++ will �t our general

requirements in reduction of SMA interferometry data.
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CONT: SMA_BEAC  3.4800E+11 HZ   IPOL   SMA_BEACON.ICLN.5
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Fig.4: an image of spectral line cube made from a simulated SMA visibility data set. See

Appendix for input parameters of the visibility data model. The spectral line features are

visible at channels 10, 11, 21 and 22. The continuum point source at phase center is below

the plotting scale.
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Appendix

SETUP OF OBERVING RUN

1. Basic setup:
job_id = 0001
start time (mjd) = 50846.7
stope time (mjd) = 50847.0
observer         = "JMORAN"
obscode          = "SMA0001"

2. Array geometry setup
telecope         = "SMA"
arrnam           = "C"
axistype         = 0  /* 0 -> altz-az */
antnum           = 8

3. Corelator setup
fftsize    = ?
time_avg   = 1 
spect_avg  = 3
no_stkd    = 1
stk_1      = -1  /* -5 for linear polarization feeds */      
no_band    = 12
window     = "HANN"

4. Frequency setup
reference frequency (Hz)  = 350.e9
bandwidth (Hz)            = 2.e9
number of channel/band    = 32
separation of USB and LSB = 10.e9
total number of bands     = 12

5. Source setup
source name = "SMA_BEACON"
calcode     = "C"
RA          = 06 00 00.000
DEC         = 45 00 00.00
epoch       = "J2000" 
pmra        = 0
pmdec       = 0
parallax    = 0
veltyp      = "LSR"
veldef      = "optical"
sysvel(km/s)= 100.
restfreq(Hz)= 320.e9

6. Visibility model
amplitude  =  1.0   for all the channels in all bands except for

=  100.0 at channels 10 and 22 in the 1st band of LSB
=  30.0  at channels 11 and 21 in the 1st band of LSB

phase      =  0.0 for all the data
weight     =  1.0
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Appendix

Header information of a multisource file in AIPS of the simulated data:
AIPS 1: Image=MULTI     (UV)         Filename=SMA_TEST    .UVDATA.   5
AIPS 1: Telescope=SMA                Receiver=VLBA
AIPS 1: Observer=SMA0001             User #= 1463
AIPS 1: Observ. date=02-FEB-1998     Map date=09-JUN-1998
AIPS 1: # visibilities      3360     Sort order  **
AIPS 1: Rand axes: UU-L  VV-L  WW-L  TIME1  BASELINE  SOURCE  FREQSEL
AIPS 1:            INTTIM  CORR-ID  WEIGHT  SCALE
AIPS 1: ----------------------------------------------------------------
AIPS 1: Type    Pixels   Coord value     at Pixel     Coord incr   Rotat
AIPS 1: COMPLEX      1   1.0000000E+00       1.00  1.0000000E+00    0.00
AIPS 1: STOKES       1  -1.0000000E+00       1.00 -1.0000000E+00    0.00
AIPS 1: FREQ        32   3.4799999E+11       1.00  6.2500000E+07    0.00
AIPS 1: IF          12   1.0000000E+00       1.00  1.0000000E+00    0.00
AIPS 1: RA           1    00 00 00.000       1.00       0.000000    0.00
AIPS 1: DEC          1    00 00 00.000       1.00       0.000000    0.00
AIPS 1: ----------------------------------------------------------------
AIPS 1: Coordinate equinox 2000.00
AIPS 1: Maximum version number of extension files of type HI is   1
AIPS 1: Maximum version number of extension files of type AT is   1
AIPS 1: Maximum version number of extension files of type AN is   1
AIPS 1: Maximum version number of extension files of type FQ is   1
AIPS 1: Maximum version number of extension files of type SU is   1
AIPS 1: Keyword = ’OLDRFQ  ’  value =  3.49999990D+11
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